
F1963.1964_032014

F1965/F1966 -  9cm  (3.5in)
*F1967/F1968 -  18cm  (7in)
*F1969/F1970 -  27cm  (10.5in)
*F1971/F1972 -  36cm  (14in)
*F1973/F1974 -  45cm  (17.5in)
*F1975/F1976 -  54cm  (21in)
*F1977/F1978 -  63cm  (24.5in)
*F1979/F1980 -  100cm  (39in)

Gate Extensions
(sold separately)

* wider gate extensions

F1965/1966 + F1963/F1964F1963/F1964 + F1969/1970F1969/1970 + F1963/F1964

3A

1. Measure the width of the opening of where you intend to install the gate. For openings over 108cm (42.5in) select the 
appropriate Gate Extension(s), sold separately. Some examples are shown below.

INSTALLATION

Fasten mounting cups to
the wall with screws or
double-sided adhesive tape.

3C Warning: Never use gate 
without Mounting Cups.

              Bolt with 
Rubber Pad

Mounting 
Cups

Top view of gate

Side view of gate

3. Place the gate in the opening so that the bottom of the Gate Frame is completely flat on the floor (3A), and it is perpendicular 
to the openings and the floor (3B). Then fasten the Mounting Cups to the wall (3C) with screws or double-sided adhesive tape. 
Note: Ensure that they are are aligned vertically, so that the Mounting Cups at the top are directly above the ones at the bottom. 

If the safety barrier is 
used at the bottom of the 
stairs to prevent the 
child climbing up the 
stairs, it must be placed 
on the lowest stair.

If the safety barrier is 
used at the top of the 
stairs, it should not be 
positioned below the 
top level.

3B Bottom of stairs

Top of stairs

99 - 108cm
(39 - 42.5in)

 108 - 117cm
(42.5 - 46in)

153 - 162cm
(60 - 63.75in)

NOTE: Carefully read  
point 2, regarding 
Extension Pins.
For F1965/1966 Gate 
Extension, insert “long end” 
of Extension Pins into 
Gate Frame.

For F1967-1980 
Wider Gate Extensions, insert 
“short end” of Extension Pins 
into Gate Frame.

2. To connect the Gate Extensions, insert Extension Pins into the holes on the 
outside of the Gate Frame. 

 For Gate Extension - F1965/F1966 : insert “long end” of Extension Pins into 
Gate Frame. For Wider Gate Extensions - F1967 -F1980 : insert “short end” of 
Extension Pins into Gate Frame. WARNING: 

A maximum 

of 2 Gate 

Extensions 

can be used, 

1 on either 

side of gate. 

Do NOT install 

2 Gate 

Extensions on 

the same side 

of gate.
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4. Centre the gate in the opening. 
The distance from the Tension 
Knobs positioned at the bottom of 
the gate, to the walls, should be 
equal (4A).

5. Tighten both of the Tension Knobs by 
turning them clockwise at the same 
time (5A and 5B). Note: make sure 
that the bottom of the Gate Frame 
remains completely flat on the floor. 
Ensure gate is securely fastened at 
both top and bottom.

6. Tighten the Tension Knobs until the 2 Indicator Arrows, located on the 
Upper Locking Set and on the Right Upper Corner, align horizontally (6). 
Keep 1mm (0.04in) gap between Upper Locking Set and Upper Right 
Corner (6).

INSTALLATION

OPERATION
7. To open the gate: Slide the Gate Release Switch (7A). Lift the Gate Panel upward (7B). Gate swings open in both directions (7C).

Distance should be equal

Tighten
inward

Tension Knob
Gate Frame

4A 4B

5A

5B

6 Keep this gap about 1mm (0.04in)

Lift Gate Panel up 
to open

Gate opens in 
both directions

7B

Gate Release
Switch

Slide7A 7C


